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On January 11, 2005, read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurs as your own. What is the number one goal of any well-rounded media program? To help customers remember your messages and act on their messages. It's easy to say, but much harder to achieve. Not only are you struggling with disarray in individual media, but you're
also struggling for attention from consumers who are actively multitasking. New research shows that 70 percent of all consumers, at one time or another, use media at the same time. While listening to radio, for example, nearly 60 percent of consumers also go online, nearly 50 percent read a newspaper, and about 18 percent watch TV,
according to a Study of Simultaneous Media Use conducted by BIGresearch, a consumer market intelligence firm, in the fall of 2003.Direct communication with consumers rarely occurs to each other, thanks to simultaneous media use. Suppose you send your customers a direct mail package. Reading it, nearly three-quarters of them will
also watch TV, about 60 percent will listen to the radio, and 35 percent will even go online. Winning the attention of multitasking consumers isn't always easy, but it can be successfully achieved if you follow these three guidelines:1. Select the appropriate content. At least half of biGresearch survey respondents admit to paying attention to
one type of media more than the other when they use media at the same time. This is not surprising, since we all know that it is almost impossible to pay equal attention to several things, such as a newspaper article and a TV ad at the same time. This is where the importance of interaction with customers comes into play. With the
proliferation of specialized media, it's easier than ever to put your message in the right context. The key is to understand so thoroughly the needs and desires of your best prospects that you can run your ads or place your PR where you know these prospects will find the content most appealing. For example, suppose you've targeted new
parents. You'll skip general consumer media and place ads online and offline media that include ads and editorials focusing on early parenting issues from breastfeeding to educational toys. Most likely, the target audience will be more engaged in what they found there, even during multitasking, and therefore pay more attention to your
message.2 Avoid cluttered environments. Whenever magazine advertising revocation tests are conducted, full-page advertising is one of the most memorable. This is because, alone on the page, they suffer less from the mess. Right now, the mess is seriously diminishing the effectiveness of advertising in most media outlets. Even new
media, such as many websites, are becoming overly cluttered. And posting your message an over-busy environment can cause consumers who already multitask to ignore your advertising altogether. Take a closer look at your present media placements. Are your printed ads buried on the page? Your radio spots work fourth or either
queued during commercial breaks? For better results, look for sponsorship or other opportunities to help you break away from the pack rather than drown in a sea of clutter.3 Use several types of media. The ideal way to get the attention of your best prospects is to use multiple types of media to surround them with their messages. In fact,
multiple exposures of your message in different media will help prospects remember it. And while you can't fully control your experience by running a combination of TV, newspaper, magazine, direct mail and online advertising, for example, you can selectively select multiple forms of well-targeted, engaging media to reach your
multitasking audience. Depending on your target audience, you can run a radio and online campaign ad, or perhaps your prospects will be best achieved with a combination of live mail and cable TV spots. For optimal results and memorable campaign- be sure to rely on a single message or topic that is carried through all the media.
January 30, 2018 6 min Read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurs contributors are their own. Over the summer, the Interactive Advertising Bureau released its new standards for online and mobile advertisers. These new standards include sunset several practices - such as giant, annoying ads that take over your screen and won't let
you click - as well as creating guidelines around new technologies like AR, VR, 360-degree ads and emoji ads. Entrepreneurs or independent companies that want to provide media dollars from brands and agencies should be sure to understand the standard IAB terms. While these industry standard conditions may seem overwhelming at
first glance, they are the best roadmap for those working on media-related creative production or activation with a large brand or agency, both domestically and globally. The IAB framework also helps brands and agencies understand how to do business with new technologies, and the guidelines are designed to ensure that media is easy
and adapted to different screen sizes, and creativity is encrypted where necessary and supports privacy concerns. Related: As marketing and advertising are bound to change in 2018It is most important, the IAB provides a clear roadmap of how media and media-driven digital investments are regulated and paid for. Most media companies
will not accept or pay for content or ads that do not follow the IAB rule. As with any set of guidelines, some buyers will make an exception, but standards are important because they establish common ground and best practices. For entrepreneurs and independent media companies seeking to secure media dollars from a brand or agency,
there are a few important points to consider:1. Get Bangs for your buck. Production fees for different ad unit sizes, multimedia media, and ad placement can grow rapidly. Identify risk compared to the rewards of offering different ad ads and remember that avarice in production often causes more harm than good. Also carefully assess how
best to convey a creative message. Will a 15-second ad pay more attention than a 30-second spot because the consumer is engaged? Should I create separate or different mobile costs because smaller ad units don't transmit messages? It's also important to follow the IAB LEAN rules so that your ads can do their job. LEAN - which is
decrypted as lightweight, encrypted, supported by AdChoice and not invasive - has been created as a way to combat the increasing use of ad blockers. By following these policies, you reduce the risk of blocking ads by thus making the most of advertising dollars. Related: Digital marketing channels are flat. Here's what to do to stay on
afloat2. No viewers = no money. If creatives can't be seen by real people, it won't make any money. One of the main reasons why your ads aren't being viewed is because they don't adapt to the right screen or the file sizes are too large to load across properly. Because it's more important than ever to stick to the new IAB standard ad unit
to make sure the ads you upload have the right sizes. The new standards have also expanded guidelines to new types of creative ones, including AR and VR, social media and mobile video. Stand out is critically important, and rich media is a key component to attracting attention, but it's important to use the necessary file sizes to make
content actually downloadable. Many times organic content is downloaded before advertising does, and the consumer has already moved on before it has a chance to see creativity. Also, keep in mind where creativity is placed on the page, and make sure it's actually viewable without having to scroll.3 Embrace new. High-impact
capabilities (such as 360-degree ads, VR and AR) tend to be much more expensive to produce, and the market is slower to embrace these types of experiences. However, often attracting these highly edithetic experiences can increase the production costs of placing ads. Related: Why augmented reality and virtual reality will be important
to your businessSo, Hong Kong Airlines has created a 360-degree video ad to allow viewers to walk around the cabin of a business class plane and experience luxury for themselves. The airline also created a more traditional ad, but the 360-degree ad was 35 times more effective than the traditional version, according to a Business
Insider.Volvo report adopted a similar approach when it released its XC90 SUV. The automaker partnered with Google Cardboard so that when users download the Volvo app, they can sit in the driver seat of the SUV and cruise through the picturesque countryside.4 Put money on your cell phone. Pay special attention to mobile and tablet
You don't need to play ad sizes because they only work on desktop computers, and it's important to consider the best way content on mobile devices. Everyone knows that mobile phone is important, but now it's more important than ever. In 2016, more than half of Google's searches came from mobile devices, according to a report by
media buying agency Zenith, and according to another Zenith report, 73 percent of the time spent online in 2018 is projected through a mobile device. In addition, 60 percent of global online advertising spend is expected to come from mobile ads in 2018, so advertisers who don't optimize for mobile will be absent. Perhaps the most
important piece of advice for an entrepreneur who collaborates with a global brand or agency is a thorough overview of where investment or media enforcement is placed on an IAB contract. Then, make sure that in addition to the most creative elements included in the app, there are several follow-up paths that ensure that your ads can
be viewed and can show fully on media impressions. Because creating ads that don't deliver is as harmful as not creating ads at all. All.
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